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YMT was an encounter place for hyrbridized peo-
ple with different length of stay. This thesis will 
examine the living grow of pe叩le in YMT, their 
living condition and their activies in YMT, to iden-
tify the current architectural qualities for existing 
programme to take place. The theatric character-
istic of YMT, having fronstage and backstage life, 
are illustrating the relationship between pe叩le and 
explaining why it could cater such a wide range of 
people. 
Since the construction of Central Kowloon Route 
would have urban renewal to the site and risk de-
stroying the culture, the thesis would take this op-
portunity to have an general master planning and 
seek to use one building to illustrate how this char-
acteristic of YMT, being hybridized and interface of 
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Tourism as Theatre 
Tourists travel to specific locations which are associated with specific communities to EXPERIENCE the differences between them. Among the tourist 
industry, COMMUNITY-BASED TOURISM raised concern for its impact brought to the locals and its sustainability. 
The realization that the community itself has become an object of tourism consumption has in turn encouraged some communities to reproduce 
themselves SPEC丨FALLY for tourists. The whole communities identify themselves with the way in which they are 'NAMED' and 'FRAMED' as tounst 
attractions. This in turn creates BACKSTAGE and FRONTSTAGE areas in the community, with the tourist gaze being carefully RESTRICTED to the 
‘frontstage，regions. The whole community has to be reproduced to CONFORM to the IMAGE that the tourist has of it. 
Behind the proscenium, there is another world for community life yet not mean for tourist. In tourist's place, some front stages local community are 
playing role as PERFORMER, to provide enjoyable visiting experience to their AUDIENCE, meeting their expectation. Likewise, in community's place, 
not to forget their original role as member of the community, they enjoy the communal life and sometimes acting as HOST to serve another commu-
nity member, his GUEST . Community thus is TWO-FACED in reacting to tourism. This corresponds to the pe叩le’s diversified identity in a society. 
Behind the proscenium, there is social bonding within the community which cannot be broken by the external parties, ie the Government and tour-
ists These are their communal life. However, due to CITY DEVELOPMENT, there is EVOLUTION of their district culture. There are rise and fall in the 
development and the story in the rise attracted the tourist. Tourist are attracted by initial certain PICTURE to a location built 叩 by the GOVERNMENT, 
COMMUNITY and MEDIA. People in the area are relying on this cultural identity to support themselves. This is why the community is still trying to 
sell their old IMAGE to the tourist, whether it stay true now or not. 
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m o i o s 
HOST 
1957 Establishment of Hong Kong Tourist Association (HKTA), Visitor Arrivals for the year numbered 
1975 The Government declares hawker-permitted areas in Temple Street, Yau Ma Tei and 
in Tung Choi Street, Mong Kok (Ladies' Market) 
— 2 0 0 2 YTW District has produced TV programme to promote YMT 
tourist hotspots. 
2003 Map and Signage for tourist has been set 叩. 
2004 YTW District Council has sponsored the renovation of T n n f j c m n f i V G l O D I T I G n t 
tourist's site including Temple Street and Jade Market 
— 2 0 0 6 Government propose Central Kowloon Route to be 
completed by 2016 and redevelopment proposal of Yau 
Mai Tei District to Old Hong Kong Tourist Site 
2009 The Consultation was in progress, Design Proposal 
has issued 
District Development 
Tin Hau Temple Fruit Market Police Station Theatre 
1875 1913 1922 1925 
Jade Market Red House 
細 i 
1984 1985 
A. SITE ISSUE • SITE TOURISM 
Site Location- Site Boundary- Site Variely-
Densely Populated. One of the YMT is a self-sufficient living YMT，a bloosom district, 
poorest living area in contrast to district, it was surrounded by 
West Kowloon and TST highly traffic drive road. Within 
this area, daily necessarities 
and leisure could be found. 
j A. SITE ISSUE • SITE BACKGROUND 
Population Age Distribution-
Compare with other districts, 
YMT got aging problem, a lot 
of rest garden and public space 
were dedicated for their leisure 
activities. For young generation, 
there are some schools but with 
Tourist Spots 
only 2 sportgrounds, lacking of Temple Street, Tin Hau Temple, 
large sho叩ing malls or fashion- Jade Market and Police Station 
able facilities which althought are well known tourist site. Be-
not cooperate with YMT but it sides these landmark, the entire 
forces youngsters to cross dis- YMT is actually working as a 







•surviving gov. historic structures along 
shoreline of 1920 
•urban planning pattern 
• landmark witnessing history of Yau Ma Tei 
Historic significance 
•oldest police station in Kowloon 
•development of police force 
Architectural and aesthetic significance 
•unique V-shape plan setting 
•pre-wae and post war blocks + parade ground 
Police Station-
At the beginning, Police Station falls within the construction area of Central Kowllon route, but 
the strong objection voice from the public, arguing for its, historic significance, has changed 
the offical's mind of retaining the entire building instead of just keeping the old wing. The of-
ficials claims that the Central Kowloon Routes has been amended to stay away from the Police 
Station. 
Whatever the construction would be, the Police Station must be kept. However, during the con-
struction, the police station could no long function and police force has moved away to nearby 
site to continue service. The retained Police Station would have a different programme after the 
completion of Central Kowloon Route, which is under negotiation at the moment 
Possible prorgramme could be youth hostel, youth center or local theater. Whatever the pro-
gramme be, it should be opened up for the public. 
Old Wing New Wing Ancillary Building 
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Built Heritage 
Tin Hau Temple 
Yau Ma Tei 
Police Station 
Yau Ma Tei 
Theatre 
Built Year Grade 
1876 
The Engineer's 
Office of the Former 
Pumping Station, 
Water S 叩plies Dept 














Close connection with Yau Ma 
Tei foci point-Temple Street 
Famous place for chess players 
in the foyer area 
Distinctive and Edwardian-
styled architectural features 
Symbol of security and justice 
in Yai i Ma Tfii 
It was once the largest cinema 
in Kowloon, 
Last remaining pre-war 
theatrical complex in Hong Kong 
First water pumping station of 
the Water S叩plies Department 
in Kowloon 





Currently closed. It will 
be converted into a 
Cantonese Opera centre 
in the 2011 
Ancillary facility for the 
future training venue for 
Cantonese Opera 
Wholesale Fruit Market 
• Rich Built Heritage 
Tin Hau Temple, Yau Ma Tei Police Station, Yau Ma Tei Wholesale 
Fruit Market, Yau Ma Tei Theatre and the Engineer's Office of the 
Former Pumping Station, Water Supplies Department are some 
well-recognized examples and all are century-old. 
• Special Local Institutions 
The Salvation Army operates a multiservice centre for the elderly 
and a Thrift Store selling second-hand items. It also provides as-
sistance for street sleepers in Yau Ma Tei. Henry G. Leong Com-
munity Centre on Public Square Street Integrated Family Service 
Centre but also a convenient venue for social activities, such as 
dancing class. Seven primary and two secondary schools in Yau 
Ma Tei, most of them aided. There is also a Red Cross Hospital 
School to teach children with special needs 












































































The governing force to union the community 
is by their neighbourhood. Over disturbance 
from the government, such as urban planning, 
resgislation, are actually destroying the district. 
YMT is one of the remaining district with a lot 
historic memories. Instead of providing a lot of 
design guidelines, allow it to evolve naturally 
would be the best handling way. 
SITE BACKGROUND 
Community Dynamics 
Like any other districts in Hong Kong, ageing 
population is evident in Yau Ma Tei. One of the 
city's oldest districts, the marriage of ethnical 
minorities and the existing community proves 
an interesting dynamics for the area. 
• Population / Demographic Changes 
According to projection by the Census and Sta-
tistics Department, the p叩ulation in Yau Tsim 
Mong District will increase by 15% between 
2006 and 2015. In 2006, 36,846 people lived 
in the study area. Of them, 13.2% is aged 65 
and above while only 11.8% is aged 0-14 which 
is lower than the territorial profile. 
With the projected population increase, there is 
a need to enhance resources and facilities for 
the elderly. 
• Ethnic Diversity 
Non-Chinese ethnic gro叩 accounts for 7.8% of 
its population, with N叩alese，Indians and Paki-
stanis forming the bulk of the group. About 11 % 
of the study area's population speaks languages 
other than the offical languages, impluing that 
ethnic minorities has a significant presence in 
the commmunity. 
These marginalized greenroot community are 
not well-educated, no working ability, no so-
cial status, mainly single and old. These living 
group of people are reluctant to move away and 
most likely would be the major design project's 
targets. 




Moved across District Council 
district (HK Island) (8 284) 
Outside Hong Kong 
(27 022) 
Moved across District 
Council district (23877) 
Moved across District Council 
district (Kowloon) (21053) 
Population Aged 5 and Over by Area of Residence 5 Years Ago, 2006 Yau Tslm Mong 
Across District Council 
districts (Hong Kong Island) 
(32587) 
districts (Kowloon) (25 134) 
working Population by Place of Work, 2006 Yau Tslm Mong 
Across District Council districts 
(Hong Kong Island) (3102) 
districts (Kowloon) (13156) 
Full time Student by Place of Study, 2006 Yau Tslm Mong 
In same DIslricI Council district 
(51 857) 
Others (13 650) 
Across District Council districts 
(New Territories) (20 854) 
In same District Council district 
Outside Hong Kong (4140) 
Across District Council districts 
(New Territories) (2 839) 
5 8 . 7 % of the population 
in YAU MA TEI 
L I V E in same district 
3 8 . 0 % of the population 
in YAU MA TEI 
W O R K in same district 
4 9 . 3 % of the population 
in YAU MA TEI 
S T U D I E S in same district 
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E L D E R L Y = 1 3 . 3 % 
CHILDREN = 1 2 . 0 % 
account for 






4 5 . 5 % of the population inYAU 
MATEl 
are P R I M A R Y S C H O O L 
E D U C A T I O N A L L E V E L 












inYAU MA DEI district, 
5 0 , 0 0 0 people 
1 8 . 3 % of overall population 
1 o u t o f 5 . 5 people were 
L O W - I N C O M E 
F A M I L I E S . 
Definition of low-income family 
Income of the family Is lower or equal to half of the average Income of same no family members in Hong Kong 
1 Household family 2 Household family 3 Household family 4 Household family 
$25 . 000 
$20,000 
$15 ,000 
SI 0 . 000 
$5 , 000 
$0 









Hong Kong YauTsimMong 
AVERAGE INCOME of people 
in HONG KONG 
= $ 5 0 0 0 
inYAU MA DEI district, 
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Community Socio-Economic Activities 
Culture ofYMT is characterized by the Old Hong 
Kong industry, the major programme are some 
Local Business, Jade Trading, Fruit Market and 
Fruit Market. However, these tangile culture 
cannot be conserved as an single Object, but 
instead they have to be considered as Part of 
the Whole YMT. 
Economic Trend 
• Local Businesses 
Yau Ma Tei is home to many inter-
esting businesses such as cutlery 
and kitchenware shops (wholesale), 
Buddhist goods stores and Mahjong 
schools. Many special local busi-
nesses could be found in Shanghai 
Street which was once most the 
prosperous area 
But with most of the old master 
workers retiring and the Hong Kong 
economy being restructured, some of 
the special businesses in Yau Ma Tei 
could inevitably be lost forever due to 
a lack of new blood. 
• Jade Trading 
At the beginning, jade traders a叩丨ied 
their trade on Kansu Street. They later 
moved to Canton Road and enjoyed a 
boom in business during the 1970s 
after US President Richard Nixon's 
visit of China in 1972. At its heights, 
there were over 500 jade traders 
at Jordan Road and Saigon Street 
area. In 1984, the then Urban Coun-
cil built two temporary jade markets 
on Kansu Street and Battery Street to 
relocate the traders. Although many 
jade traders have already moved to 
the Mainland, there are still about 400 
stalls active in the markets. Due to se-
curity reason, jade trading is usually 
carried out in the morning. Most of 
the customers are international, local 
jade traders and jade collectors. 
"Shanghai Street was very prosper-
ous back then and was home to 
many wedding costume shops and 
goldsmiths." ~ By Mr Lam, master 
worker of a wedding costume shop 
"In the past, wooden craft shops 
were everywhere in Yau Ma Tei. 
They concentrated at Reclama-
tion Street in the beginning" ~ By 
master worker of a wooden sculp-
ture shop 
"I learned to make traditional weigh-
ing scales from my dad in my 
youth At that time, we found a 
place in Yau Ma Tei and hence set up 
our business here" 
~ By Mrs Ho, shop owner of weigh-
ing scales shop 
"The Typhoon Shelter was nearby. 
There were many customs and fes-
tivals for boat people who always set 
up banquets." ~ By Mr Lai, shop 
owner of catering services shop 
SITE BACKGROUND 
R E C R E A T i O N A l 
「廟街至今仍保留着上世纪六、七十年代的歌廳,人們只需花上幾十瑰钱就能品味到地道的粤 
晚喝玩耍甚麼都有,與现代的量贩、歌廳形成鲜明的對比。廟街,被香港老百姓 
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C H E A P - f V A R I E I Y 
•Wholesale Fruit Market 
Founded in 1913, the wholesale fruit 
market came into being initially be-
cause of its convenient location by 
He sea Founded in 1913, 
In recent years, the Government has 
continuously tried efforts to persuade 
7 f � i t traders to relocate their oper-
to Cheung Sha Wan Wholesale 
•^ arketas noise pollution and hygiene 
problems worsen in the area. Also, 
"le popularity of supermarket forms 
another barrier for the market. 
；Temple Street 
'^P'e Street is famous to many lo-
，Is and overseas tourists. Europe-
，s and Americans were the street's 
�ncipal customers in the 1960s, 
guying home-made daily necessities. 
Japanese followed a decade later to 
�rchase lectronic products. Nowa-
f，s, tourists from the Mainland 
f 如ed the area even though most of 
® merchandises on offer come from 
f i r own backyard. While Temple 
y can accommodate 叩 to 600 
j ' s , just over half are filled and the 
j"Wners of most of them are not kai-
but new immigrants living in 
巧 er districts. 
叫r unique economic activities were 
CiJnd in Temple Street flea market: 
opera, singing parlours, 
reading and sale of food or daily 
Image of "Night Club for Ordinary People" 
The area around Temple Street is one of the 
busiest night flea markets in Hong Kong. 
1 )Tourists and locals flock to the area to search 
for a bargain and be a part of its rich cultural 
atmosphere. 
2) Bands of traditional singers take 叩 various 
spots in the market every night for mini-con-
certs 
Temple Street may not be the most professional 
place to enjoy Chinese opera, but its relaxed 
and flexible atmosphere make the performers 
and their audiences more intimate. Sometimes, 
the vocalists (the opera singers) mingle with the 
regular customers between songs to make the 
performance interactive and harmonious. 
3)The district's residents have managed to build 
up a social network through such channel. 
4) At the same time, one can learn about his or 
her past and future by visiting fortune-tellers at 
their stalls along Temple Street. The establish-
ment of the fortune-telling activity is strongly 
related to the Tin Hau Temple nearby, and pre-
dict the future. 
5) Recently, Tarot also a叩ears to attract young 
people. 
6)The market is also a popular backdrop for 
movie and television productions. 
彌 嘗 
$ 5 0 or u p Fortune - telling 
Free -$20 Cantonese Opera 
ii ‘ 
Community Living and Tourist Living 
Breifly, YMT could have two layers of living, 
community living and tourist living. 
Community Living 
In community living, residence would have 
norami daily living in the morning, schooling, 
market shopping, office working...etc. At night, 
they would acting as host to perform for the 
tourists. 
Tourist Living-
Frontstage, Backstage and Proscenium 
In tourist living, there are some places which are 
intended for them, such as temple street, jade 
market. The host-YMT residence, are prepared 
to serve them. However, some places requires 
privacy and are unaccessible for them, such as 
cage home, school, industrial area/office, these 
are considered as backstage for tourist, prohibit 
their entries. 
But audiences would not be satisfied with the 
confined frontstage. Travelers would attempt 
to explore the secret of backstage, there are a 
lot of places which have blurred definition, they 
are in public space while community are having 
private activities and some might not like to be 
A. SITE ISSUE • THEATRIC CULTURE 
disturbed as an exhibit as they are not intended 
to perform for them, such as lesson in commu-
nal area/community center, food preparation or 
chess playing. These places are proscenium of 
a tourist site. 
In consequence, questions of land access and 
land rights in particular places relating to the 





_ _ • • Community's Living 
Tourist's Backstage 
Tourist's Frontstage 
LAYER 2 = TOURISM 
LAYER 1:C0MMUNITrs LIVING 
Multiplicity of Identity 
People would have multiplicity of identity in dif-
ferent occasion, such that some community 
members would act as host to serve another 
community member, his guest. At another time, 
the identity would change, the guest become 
the host, for example, stall owners in temple 
street, serving the community members and 
tourist. Community thus is TWO-FACED in re-
acting to tourism. 
This multiplicity of people, able to be two faced, 
are actually explain why YMT could be hybrid-
ized, allowing YMT to serve as an interface for 
different group of people. One could be street 
pedestrian, cultural group and tourist at differ-
ent occasion. 
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A. SITE ISSUE - SITE BA 
鬼姥f i i欣rt廟街 
晚街ffi經被突网的.時代週刊.. i m • 
時 代 週 刊 ’ 迫 樣 介 紹 的 ： 如 束 你 要 找 一 個 原 始 地 
方.不 S 堂皇的瓶物商 i S . 不£玻璃总脑大 l i . i . 而 S 勞苦 
大眾的 ?廟街 f ^ f f i —個強勁之 S ……在油宇門前的店 
拐上.象根手微問彳HflR.來者不招 
[Times ] Hong Kong: 10 Things to Do in 24 Hour - Temple Street 
Temple Street was selected by Times Magazine, looks like ever^ 
B-movie director's dream of Chinatown. 
伐 ? i i 这样从没来过却早己知否港彳彳条庇街的 
人.应该不在少数庙 f f i的知名度一半a被沿电？忍炒M ! 
的 . 伐 神 庙 彳 i i 故 . 庇 街 皇 后 庙Ui十二少 








Creating ‘ Image' 
The realization that the community itself has 
become an object of tourism consumption has 
in turn encouraged some communities to re-
produce themselves specifally for tourists. The 
whole communities identify themselves with 
the way in which they are 'named' and 'framed' 
as tourist attractions. This in turn creates back-
stage and frontstage areas in the community, 
with the tourist gaze being carefully restricted to 
the ‘frontstage’ regions. The whole community 
has to be reproduced to conform to the image 
that the tourist has of it. 
Different Media has different description regard-
ing YMT. The image of YMT as described by 
TIMES was a district with a lot of local commu-
nal recreation, but on the other hand, Hong Kong 
movies are describing the other side of YMT, 
triad society, drugs and topograhy. No matter 
the positive and negative image, how much of 
them are still stay true? Before the visitor en-
ter into the theater, how difference between the 
projected image and the real performance? 
j A. SITE ISSUE • SITE BACKGROUND 
Tin Hau Plaza in 50s 
Chinese Tea in 50s 
50s 
Temple Street in 60s 








^ u n c A ^ W A T ^
 - V I 
Shanghai Street in 60s 














Saigon Street in 1974 
70s 













Tin Hau Plaza in 2003 
Some Product/Services are serving both parties 
COMMODIFICATION begins". 
Enlgish Meun for non-locals 
80s 
Chinese souvenirs boxes and ivory figurine in 
Temple Street 
n r i Q oped to 
\J\JO nfinnlfi. 
Image Evolution 
The image of YMT was changed across time, 
but when compared with evolution of other dis-
tricts, the old Hong Kong living style of YMT has 
mostly been kept. 
In 50s-60s, YMT share same livelihood as oth-
er HongKongese, being fishman and running 
small business. In 60s -70s, triad society and 
other red-district business gradually developed, 
YMT becomes icon of 'nightclub for ordinary 
people'. With the help of media, newspaper and 
movie, YMT becomes famous for its prosperity. 
But in 80s-90s, police force has strived to de-
stroy triad society and poronography business, 
these moves diminished YMT popularity. In 
90s-present，alternatively, the locals has made 
use of their former image, the attraction of old 
Hong Kong living style, to run tourist business. 
They sell some out-fashioned toys, chess, por-
nography products, CD..etc. Tourist business 
was succeed. Commodified products might 
risk some local's benefit. 
The success of YMT gradually attracted a lot 
of ethnic minorities and low-income families 
to gather in this place. This place was devel-
a hybridized interface for international 
people. 






Tourist demand for the prosperous and old YMT 
image, and the community needs to supply in 
order to sustain. However, the difference be-
tween the image perception and actual reality is 
indeed resisting the modernization of a district, 
since any disturbance might risk destroying the 
image, which is their major resources. In con-
sequence, inadequate infrastructure, such as 
shopping malls and games stores would lead 
to the dissatisfaction of youngsters. 
1882 Shanghai Street was the 
town center with silver-
smiths. tailors and barbers 
business while the streets 
near waterfront had little 
but maritime trades 
The layout of Nathan Road 
was planned, according to 
the military use of land and 
grid layout of the streets 
1 9 1 5 Yaumatei Typhoon Shelter 
was constructed. 
grew into a n . 
Chinese town 
with many markets and 
restaurants 
The terry 
After WWII, a large influx ot 
refugees from China. Some 
of them were boat dwellers 
and settled In Yaumatei. 
demonstrant on South 
Kowloon Magistrates' 
Court tt was causeded by 
the murdered of a man who 
has critlzed Govemern-
ment ot carelessly placing 
the bomb which lead to a 
children's death. 
1 9 8 4 Riot In Nathan Road by taxi 
drivers due to the increase 
of taxi license fee. 
1 9 8 9 Triad Soicet riot to stop 64 
demonstration 
New developments started • 
in this area, changing the 
urban development. Sky-
scraper buildings were built 
along Nathan Road. 
j A. SITE ISSUE • SITE BACKGROUND 
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47 persons (31%) 
25 persons (17%) 
6 persons (4%) 
7persons (5%) 
10 persons (7%) 
9 persons (6%) 
[ • • ^ • • • i 38 persons (25%) 
48 persons 
17 persons 11%) 
5 persons (3%) 
4 persons (3%) 
4 persons (3%) 
18 persons (12%) 
Old district 
Prosperous 
A diversity of races and cultures 
Good neighbourhood relationship 
Old Hong Kong favour 




Not good environment (pollution and noisy environment) 
Aging society 
Place of crime 
Others 
Image and city development 
Behind the proscenium, there 
is social bonding within the 
community which cannot be 
broken by the external parties, 
ie the Government and tour-
ists. These are their communal 
life. However, due to city de-
velopment, there is evolution 
of their district culture. There 
are rise and fall in the develop-
ment and the story in the rise 
attracted the tourist. Tourist 
are attracted by initial certain 
picture to a location built up 
by the government, commu-
nity and media. People in the 
area are relying on this cultural 
identity to support themselves. 
This is why the community is 
still trying to sell their old im-
age to the tourist, whether it 
stay true now or not. 
10% 3 0 % 4 0 % 5 0 % 60% 8 0 % 9 0 % 1 0 0 % 
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WHEN TOURIST ARRIVE, PLACE CHANGES.. 
誦國画 
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Different time at Tourist Spots 
As non- locals, YMT has a lot of attraction. 
These attraction operate at different time, serv-
ing different purpose, and they attract us in 
different ways. Some are attracted by their fa-
cade, their programme, their product.etc Most 
of these programme exhibit a different scenes 
at different time. 
j A. SITE ISSUE • SITE BACKGROUND 
COMMUNIWs and TOURIST'S PLACE 
_ • H A P B - h i 
COMMUNITY 




Tourist Place and Community Place changes 
across time and each of them could form a 
network in YMT. These two layer overlay each 
another, indicating some place are node for 
both parties, which these nodes form another 
network layer. 
Interface 
These places are identified as Interface fo 
these two parties. Most of these places such 
as Jade Market, Broadway cinema, Recla-
mation Street Market, and Temple Street are 
public accessible area. There would be no 
privacy problem. However, if an building with 
both private and public programme was used 
as Interface would create privacy problem and 
a design challenge for thesis tackle. 
j A. SITE ISSUE • SITE BACKGROUND 
COMMUNITY_0900 COMMUNITY 1500 
INACCESSIBLE A R E r = 73275m2 INACCESSIBLE AREA"= 52083ni2 
(include Gated Area = 16475m2) (Include Gated Area = 16475m') 
j A. SITE ISSUE • SITE BACKGROUND 
COMMUNITY 2100 
INACCESSIBLE A R E r =卯9 9 5 m 2 
TOURISTJ9' 
INACCESSIBLE AR^, 
(Include Inaccessible Open Are' 
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Kaleidoscopic Y M T 
The accessible space was changing across 
time, which makes YMT kaleidoscopic. It could 
be freezed at certain moment, but it is difficult 
to capture YMT using single frame. 
Being Community, accessible space such as 
school, flats, clinic change accroding to their 
叩ening hour, typical ordinary people living. 
But for Tourist, their accessible space in the 
morning were mainly the proscenium space, to 
observe the daily living of locals, such as re-
claimation street market, fruit market, tin hau 
plaza..etc. But at night, the major accessible 
space were along temple street, which they are 
the major consumers. 
T O U R I S T 一 1 5 0 0 
INACCESSIBLE AREA = 150711m2 
(Include Inaccessible Open Area = 1011m') 
TOURIST_2100 
INACCESSIBLE AREA = 151306m2 
(include Inaccessible Open Area = 3106m*) 
j A. SITE ISSUE • SITE BACKGROUND 
W J M 
Nolli Plan_Public Accessible Space 
Site Area= 343910m2 
Inaccessible Area = 27380m2 
Y M T composition 
Building plan enable us to read the programme even without annotation, but fragment of building plans join to compose the city 
and show us how it works. From the nolli plan, it shows that YMT was composed by strips of small shops，homogenous and 
repetitive, either typical shops layout in old age with staircase in between or within shops to enter tenement flats above, or shops 
at ground level with some narrow corridor in between shops to enter into lift lobby to reach newly built flats above. 
Larger shops, with different size and layout, mostly individual without sharing staircase nor backyard, were found near Nathan 
Road. There is sign that the newer shops is trying to diffuse into YMT old district, but it stops at one street from Nathan Road, 
indicating that the old fabric of YMT has its value and able to resist external intrude. 
The center area of YMT got a entire different fabric from the rest of YMT. Instead of privately owned shops and flats, there are pub-
lic buildings such as jade market, post office, tin hau temple, community center and clinic, etc. The compostiton of YMT could 
be interpreted simply by a center core, communal area dividing YMT into north and south residential area. Besides pocket public 
space scattered around YMT, this part plays an important role to YMT, as it becomes the major gathering place for residence and 
union them as a party. The Central Kowloon Route has chosen to build here is taking high risk to destroy YMT. 
纖 
A. SITE ISSUE - SITE BACKGROUND 
Origin of Nolli Map 
Portrait of a City 
Nolli's map refers to the portrait of Rome that Nolli made 
in 1748. It can be used as a theory study which help us to 
perceive and read the city from a new and different perspec-
tives. According to Nolli, the city can actually be perceived as 
a collection of 'rooms' These rooms represent different types 
of space within the city. They are classified into mainly three 
types according to their uses: Public rooms -churches, ba-
silica; Private rooms - buildings; Open room - public spaces. 
By applying the theory of Nolli, there will be no more leftover 
space in th city as they are also regarded as open rooms for 
congregation. As a result, the design of open spaces and 
buildings become more inseparable as they are both rooms 
situated next to the others. 
The perception of the city as a collection of rooms 
Nolli Han reinterpret a city into public space, gated space and 
private space. 
Public Space 
Public area includes (1)open area like plaza, garden, play-
ground and (2) void of the fabric, such as street, shops corridor, 
backlane etc, and lastly (3) some solid of the fabric which are 
public, such as shops，library, jade market, carpark building., 
etc. In public area, conscious and unconcious performance 
are taken place. These place are accessible to visitors to the 
district, every element within this setting including pe叩le, their 
goods, their food..etc could be their attractions, especially that 
YMT'is charactered by its exclusive old living style. 
Gated Space 
Gated area are public space which are locked by certain parties. 
Most likely these space are open area but privatized, whether it 
is because of land right or unauthorized occupied. These space 
included courtyard space such as football court which belongs 
to community center, fenced carpark area nearby Police station 
and Clinic, school's playground, fruit market and some street 
lanes/backiane which occasionally found in YMT shops area. 
Although YMT is densely populated, but if these gated space is 
being publized, it could greatly enhance the spatial experience. 
Private Space 
Private space are unaccessible to visitors, they are the back-
stage of a city. It includes the kitchen, storage, living flats, 
schools, ward...etc. These are places where local residence 
has their daily living. Visitors might be interested in their living, 
such as cage home, but as everyone should have their privacy 
rights, some part of the city has to be highly unaccessible. To 
enable alternatives to let visitors to experience or understand 
their living could be a design task. 
i 
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R E S I D E N C E C L A S S I F I C I A T I O N 
-from local to non-locals in respect otYMT district 
Duration of Stay 
No. of ppl 




Over 5 years 
159 561 
$523 per household 
$626 per household 
MOVED IN RESIDENTS^ 
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A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
24 hrs / Overnight 
(2-4 days for mainlanders) 
4 7 OOOnon locals for entire hk per da^ 
$ 1 3 8 - $ 3 3 3 (mainlanders) 
~$500-$1670 
mmmmm •vm-
( D A Y - T R I P P E R S ) 
Non-stay/ 
less than 24hrs 
3 3 3 8 9 n o n locals for entire hk per day 
$ 1 3 8 - $ 3 3 3 (mainlanders) 
$ 3 6 6 (hong kongers) 
'$50-$400-$1000 
* Figures based on Cage Home Residents 
Ownership of Y M T 
Unlike other districts, YMT has strong mobil-
ity. To judge who has dominant right over the 
district, it can be measured in varies ways, eg 
according to their expense contribution in the 
district or the sense of belongings, (From lo-
cals to non-locals) or quantity of people. But 
nevertheless, YMT has the adoptablity to these 
heterogeneity. 
S T R E E A P E R S E X I S T S S T R J I I ^ E R S 
^ ^ k s E g B ^ • • • 
Importance according to EXPENDITURE ABILITY Importance according to LENGHT of STAY Importance according to NO of PEOPLE A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
Duration of Stay •5yrs 
CUBICLE APARTMENT 
2yrs 
A C C O M O D A T I O N 
-from low priced to expensive 
-available in YMT in compare w th Capsule Hotel 
n r 
| i 
3 I D " 
m n n j i 
i r m T T T 
SULJLL 
a 瞧 輕 
恐 I 戀 」 
3-4 hr/overnight night or above Over 5 years 
Area 
Density (area per persoti) 
Cost (per night) 
Cost per sqm 
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$ $ $ $ $ 
$ 1 6 9 - $ 3 3 8 (Japan rate) 
$2535-5070/sqm 













Strategy (or LOW COST • SMALL Area 











！ High Investment LONGER Duration of Stay: 
Strittgy lor HIQH INVESTMENT- Lower Cost 
1. Shorttr Period ol Renting Time + Snwller A m I 






High Living Density = POOR 
Capsule hotel to Community and Tourists 
Cage Home has the highest cost per sqm. This 
reflects that low-income residents determine to 
sacrifice portion of the living area for lower rent. 
However, poor hygiene complaints were re-
ceived. Capsule Hotel provides the community 
an option between the lowest rent -Cage Home 
and 2nd Lowest rent- the Hourly hotel/Hostel, 
a small living area but with better hygiene and 
equipped facilities. 
Capsule Hotel also provides a cheaper option 
to Tourists. Tourists are affordable to give up 






month or above 1 night or above 
18 sqm 18 sqm 
$ $ $ $ $ 
$600 
$ $ $ $ $ 
$1000(4 stars)or above 
$576/sqm $1000/sqm 
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Return and Borrow Services: 
5 min | | 
Searching and Scanning Books: 
5-30 min • 
Reading: • • 









Before Show/Waiting Time 
Show time • 4 
2 hours 
Toilet Facilities 
1 0 min 
R E C R E A T I O N A L ACTIVITIES 
-EXISTING & PUBLIC accessible in YMT 
JAD£ MARKET ^ 
Duration of Stay 
Tardiness 
(Public Services only) 
A. SITE ISSUE 
CLINIC 




30 min - 1 day 




Detour (by pass): @ 




i i • 
(accommodation) 
m 
1 0 hours 
Reception enquiry and check in: Restaurants: 
10 min 9 30-60 min 
Internet Bar web surfing: 
5-30 min • 
t 纟 i n g : 參 參 參 眷 
3-8 hrs • • • • 




A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
Hotel with multi-dlnlng and convention facilities 
H O T E L T Y P O L O G I E S S T U D I E S 

















Sharaton Hong Kong Hotel 
Hong Kong 
Wmg, Timg and Partners . 
• 女 • /
 J 
_ 
Hotel with Restaurants, Shops and swimming pool 
Fntnfw»tnlnhbtf 
•num i i , 
Hotel Typologies Studies 
These are typical of hotel to maximize site 
density. Plan area at public and service 
levels is usually greater than that covered 
by the guestroom slab. Hotels mainly oc-
cupy the upper floors of stores and other 
facilites usually located in the roof level, 
street level or as independent structures 
and linked. 
A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
Building orientation 
Focus with the 
podium facilities 
Lmear L-shaped U-shaped Gourtyarii 
View with the 
site context 
A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
S u B Q o r t . . , , . . R e l a x Acconodatio 
i M M i S i l Leisure 
Office 
Circulation/ Open Area 
A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES ] 
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Relationship between Access and Identity 
Circulation from mo 軸 t to delux 
Customers 
r ^ Bedrooms Public R o o m s 
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Staff 's Changing R o o m 
Entrance/ Reception 
Parking 
• 麵 邀 i 
Staff Housing 
L u卯a g e Stores 
A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
Kitchen/Service Areas/ 
Bars/Workkshop 






B e j R o ims 
)ms 
因• Guest Lift 
Service Lift 
Public 
Staff Relationship between Public Access and Staff Access 
^fooms 
irking 
Mainly Non -Resident 
m Resident and Non -Resident 
Staff 
A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
Relationship between Access and Identity 
Circulation 








A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
BACK STAGE SIACE AUDITOR,•UU 
Section 
HYBRID STUDIES 
r z p 
f 
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Case Studies: 
Yau Ma Tei Theater 
Ground Floor Plan 
5 i





Coral Spring, Florida 
Andemn DeBartolo Pan he, 
s and Chemical Dependence Rehabilitation facility 
M E N T A L REHABILITATION C E N T E R T Y P O L O G I E S STUDI 
-Multi-programme 
Year 
Type of facilities 
Programme 
Drug 
A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
Courtyard 
John George Psychiatric Pavilion 
San Leandro, California 
The RatclpArchitects^ : 










 • _ • - 厂 
_ 周 
nal Treatment Center 
. . . . . • 
f • • • 
、舰esjnc 
如 ment center 
Courtyard 
Acute Care Psychiatric Hospital 
St. liuiis, Missouri 
Stone Marraccini Patterson 
1995 
Acute care psychiatric hospital 
tffittffifniiiriii'hh,vdI.: 1 • iViiiiVaj：丨iiVi‘丨iv丨D 
Paridng 
側 S - l • 唱 I H H H H 
酵 丨 
Outer 
Southwest General Hospital Oakview Facility 
Middleburg Heights, Ohio 
Gollln 良 Rimer 油d Gordtih ArUhite 烛,Inc 
1991 
Substance abuse rehabilitation center 
Floor Plan Hkn© A. SITE ISSUE • HYBRID STUDIES 
Public 
















A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
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Distribution of Drug Addicts in HK 
r V 
TVim Mun 
T w i e n W a n 
The Rehabilation Process of Drug Addicts 
Sleepers 
Drugs provided in CLINIC without accommo-
dation can ease their physical addicts. Drugs 
provided with accommodation in the REHABILI-
TATION CENTER can prevent them from con-
tacting the addicts. HOTEL COMPLEX provided 
them a temporary accomodation which gradu-
ally to adapt and back to normal living. 
A. SITE ISSUE - HY 3RID STUDIES 
C A G E P E O P L E S T U D I E S Movie: Lung Min (1992), Director: ChongChauNg 
靈 J 二 -/ s
 -
Government 
A. SITE ISSUE - HYBRID STUDIES 
Bad Time 
s 大家如果住得開心脅，味 isjfcir—齊实 
Move CO soracvhcrc t o g e t h e r i f ,•.…'•‘ 
饼於入 
c b o u l c u t s i d L o i e , 
i t I n 
i I t , � . ^ • 
長 i e：在心现’械 ® I M I H ^ i 
nscwry retlBLxu; 1 ^^a^^Yr.Tr^i 
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RECOVERED DRUG ADDICTS 
STREET SLEEPERS 
DRUG ADDICTS and STREET SLEEPERS 
‘Drug addiction' and ‘streetsle印ing’ are two reciprocal and reinforcing situations, future services for streetsleepers and 
drug addicts should be more integrated and a 'holistic' approach should be adopted for handling the problems of drug 
addict streetsleepers. 
Age 




1 YOUTH DRUG ABUSERS ^ ADULT DRUG ABUSERS 
Below 21 > 2 1 
584 1427 
F1-F3 (69.3%) F1-F3 (50.5%) 
~ 6 8 people are street sleepers 
32.1% Unemployed 










PROVIDED M E A L 
1 2 w e e k s / 1 yr 
Drug Absuers 
30 months 
Recovered Drug Absuers 


















A. SITE ISSUE • HYBRID STUDIES 
Em •d 
Drugs 
Accomodation for Drug Absuers 






















Private activity in Public place 
Public activity in Public place 
Private activity in Private place 
Public activity in Private place 
A. SITE ISSUE - THEATRIC CULTURE 
P E R F O R M E R 
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o o •OPEN SPACE 
S H O P ' S T O I L E T 
•GATED OPEN SPACE 
K I T C H E N S T O R A G E 
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W O R K I N G 
Theateric Culture 
YMT, as a tourist spot, can be interpretated as a 
theater metaphorically. 
Frontstage and Proscenium 
There are Fronstage and Proscenium area 
where the Community perform for the Tourist, 
whether conscious or not. Tourist are restricted 
in this fronstage area with confronted images 
produced by the performer. 
For example, the appeal of foods are showed to 
customers with prohibited visit to kitchen and 
yard. Chinese opera performance in the street 
without showing you their practice. Finished 
products were presented to the public. 
Some people making ironworks in Shanghai 
street or housewife buying food in street market 
are unconscious performace to visitors. The 
way they talk, they sit and acts forms the exclu-
sive local culture. 
Backstage 
There are places like Backstage, eg Private room 
and Gated open space which is used to support 
frontstage performance, such as kitchen, yard 
and storge, but these places are prohibited for 
tourist entry. 
Examples of Backstage & Frontstage 
Backstage area are where actor could change 
their costumes and masks. Example in Y M T are 
the yard, sh叩’s toilet and kitchen and storage. 
Frontstage is where the actor ought to perform 
according to the script of their roles, for ex-
ample the waitress. Some audience which sit 
in the frontstage area may become part of the 
performance in the show. Every elements in 
Y M T forms the performing show. 
A. SITE ISSUE - THEATRIC CULTURE 
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A. SITE ISSUE - THEATRIC CULTURE 
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C O N S E R V A T I O N V A L U E 
M B 
includes shops and stalls 
WM + Stalls + 
Street�S_ zom + Dynmlo Routt) 
• Facade + (Goods) 
Covered Rooms + Stalls 
Culture Specific 
Programme = 
Space X Place X People X Time X Activities 
Y M T besides hybridized people and accommo-
dation, their kind of programme are also exclu-
sive. Their programme happens in only certain 
condition, with specific space, place, pe叩le， 
time and activities, which could not be repro-
duce in other district. 
Onshow and Offshow for Hybridize People 
And because of their exclusive programme, 
which allows them to fulfil the hybridized peo-
ple's needs. 
At certain time, mostly in morning time, some 
area in YMT, such as reclaimation street, shang-
hai street and other streets near by are shops 
which sell foods and daily living necessarities 
for local residence. At night, a lot of stalls and 
restaurants would open in temple street and it 
becomes a tourist sites, serving the local resi-
dence and especially visitors. The day and night 
interchange programme, which acting like a 
theater, having on show time and offshow time, 
allows Y M T to serve the audience (tourist) and 
performer (community) backstage life. 
During onshow, stalls were set up as they usual 
practice, it creates an condition to allow people 
to use it, or it could be interpreted that the stalls 
were set up randomly, but people would adapt 
to it. Whatever, the show must be performed 
with suitable props and backdrop. Space in 
Y M T changes across time. 
Conservation and Urban Setting 
Under Central Kowloon Route, several impor-
tance buildings would be torn down and re-
built afterward, as I believe not all building is 
an object alone and could be placed anywhere, 
studies regarding the condition to cultivate the 
programme were made. 
Some programme, especially stalls in temple 
street and Chinese opera performance nearby 
carpark building, needs a specific urban setting 
to occur, ie. the buildings behind the stalls and 
government offices buildings behind the Chi-
nese opera performance are actually playing 
a role like backdrop to allow the street perfor-
mance to occur. 
This urban setting are not essential for the pro-
gramme, ie, Chinese opera can place in else-
where, eg public space such as jade market, 
open area like street market in reclaimation 
street. However, the facts show us that these 
programme have not occur in these places. 
Programme occur in specific condition. There 
are also memories and habits. These groups of 
people are used to existing urban setting, with a 
backdrop wall behind and a static corner along 
the street with people flow. Any changes to it is 
taking a risk to destroy it or actually is placing 
our own wills into the concerned parties. 
To identify current condition and maintain the 
essential correctly is the key to conserve these 
street culture. 
THEATRIC CULTURE 
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Central Kowloon Route 
Under Government Proposal, because of Cen-
tral Kowloon Route, an underground tunnel has 
to be constructed across Y M T Several existing 
buildings has to be torn down. 
The streetscape of Y M T are contributed to 
their precious resources for tourism, without 
these buildings, which resulting the narrow 
and gloomy street, could the disorder but rou-
tine street programme being able to occur was 
questionable. 
Less Regulation, Less Policy 
The planning seems a 'top-down' approach. 
According to the residence response, some of 
them have never heard about the proposal nor 
being consulted. What they wish is to have less 
regulation from government, as we all know 
that and they understand that, YMT, a bit like 
Kowloon City, is a place which should be self-
governed. The strong community network , 
such as borrowing tools and cooking food from 
neighbourhood, are the only solution to govern 
such a humanity place. 
Official Adminstration - Wrong Conception 
The government has produced a lot of docu-
ments, such as creating a webpage and peri-
odical, reviewing that the residence has been 
GOVERNMENT PROPOSAL • CENTRAL KOWLOON ROUTE 
consulted. The government has provides a high 
level of freedom of what would be rebuilt after 
the construction of Central Kowloon Route. Af-
ter being critized so many years by the public, 
the government aims to create a public image 
that their policy has widely been consulted. 
However, no matter the residence likes or not, 
the Central Kowloon Route construction is an 
unchangeable planning and never been an op-
tion. 
Route Option? 
The government has illustrated that they have 
eliminated other routes option, and this is the 
finalized option to minimize the clearance of 
builidngs and construction costs. Despite these 
reasons, this finalized option was actually caus-
ing the massive clearnce in the core area of 
YMT, the streetscape which are relying on these 
buildings, although prtable and with strong vi-
tality, requires a period of time to recover. 
Governement Replanning Proposal 
The Government has employed a huge consul-
tation team to work for the replanning proposal. 
Tremendous documents and reports were pro-
duced, but who would be their reading target? 
Soultion to such a humanity place, unlike other 
district in Hong Kong, should never be drawings 
_ 
_ 
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on working table, with beautiful diagrams. 
Thesis position 
YMT got a strong vitality, like amoeba, but 
whether existing condition could be main-
tained or improved, or weakened, is unpredict-
able. My thesis place an assumption to retain 
all existing buildings to ensure the urban fabric 
was kept. Some of the programme are reor-
ganised to improve current condition. 
循舰itfeM贿链昏港脑點 




















格榭頭 « «般，並重置現時脑街各類如佔卜、小販、戯曲等， 
並加入35天茶座和地標式的廣塌牌坊，玉器市場將會擴展到拆卸后 
油麻地分科珍所新H地皮.南北戚街 a成一 »后，麻街兩旁的樓宇 
«招牌，並在外上風格頻似的《色或挂上同 
議 街 風 格 一 致 • 
Needs of Different Parties 
The construction of Central 
Kowloon route is an undeni-
able facts, but how it could 
be planned to benefit the 
most would be the hottest 
issue. Government, Archi-
tects and Community have 
different concerns. The 
government plans to de-
construct all buildings and 
rebuilt the minimal. The Ar-
chitects advise to build Uto-
pia. T h e community would 
like to have no influence to 
existing and especially their 
tourism business. 
Different parties have dif-
ferent concern and our role 
is to maintain a balance. In 
my position, community's 
needs were prior decision 
as they have the highest 
land rights and I strive to 
maintain existig condition 
as possible. 
建 中 九 幹 線 油 麻 地 大 拆 逛 
2 0 0 6 年 0 9 月 0 7 日 
班 肪 法 
在 • 另 舰 方 B I S 
保 B 1 9 2 2 年 建 》 I ; 
西 A 4 M B 另 a 斬 警 ： 
研 究 保 B 的 贿 性 
m 
•其 
資 枓 來 《 
N E E D S of C O M M U N I T Y ( A r c h t t e c t u r a l A s p e c t s ) 
Source: Social Impact Assessment on YauMa Tel, Aug 2009 
A) C O N S E R V E BUILT HERITAGE A N D E N S U R E VITALITY 
B) E N S U R E T H E PROVISION O F COMMUNITY FACIUTIES 
• Increase multi-purpose sports and recreational facilities 
• Consider needs of minority g r o w , as tominimlze cultural conflicts. 
• Provide more facilities that cater tor people with disabilities 
• Improve the design and management of public parks 
C) MAINTAIN SOCIAL N E T W O R K S 
D) E N H A N C E A N D P R O M O T E T H E DIVERSITY OF L O C A L E C O N O M Y 
• Extend Temple Street Market and Jade Market 
• Retain Dal Pul Dong 
• Develop Yau Ma Tei as a tourist attraction. 
• Provide muttl-lingual community guide map 
• HighllQht the characteristics of special business around Shanghai 
E) IMPROVE BOTH P E D E S T R I A N A N D TRAFFIC N E T W O R K 
• PedesUlanlzatlon and road enhancement 
• Enhance the connectivity between the Inner city and waterfront area 
F) IMPROVE LIVING E N V I R O N M E N T 
• Enhance greening and tree management 
• Relocate the refuse collection point at better location 
• Minimize noise nuisance to the residents, such as noise barriers 
G) E N S U R E SECURITY 
• Ensure adequate lighting In public areas 
• Ensure public paries and open spaces can cater for different age 
0叩s 
Provl Ide open spaces design that can enhance security and visibility 
誰的公眾利益？反對中九幹線摧毀廟街文化 
00:54 — 原 人 
..2007月2月5日油麻地的麻街格樹頭公園 
s a 大大不同，十年前逋襄油油的革地， 
日政聲處處， 
_是油街的地道文化的代表之I 










2008 ourtemplestreet, mysinablog. com/ 
該組包括了潮街的E居民，文化保育人仕和學生•其中 
—名組R阿偉，以_個如為強烈的饼奴iHi答我故： r f f i f S ^ f r i f i ! 
f v t 算 有 都 係 假 諮 詢 。 政 府 根 本 就 也 鬼 ® 都 定 哂 ， 





r 班 小 販 其 寅 係 最 慘 f f l 批 ， 政 府 根 本 完 全 打 理 過 佢 
地 。 好 多 人 g e 生 計 其 寅 都 喂 P i 度 。 政 府 一 句 話 起 
就 起 ， 完 全 右 問 過 佢 地 ， 更 加 唔 好 講 搬 ， 直 頭 當 
1巨地唔存在。 j她的《兑正好进出了由上而下的規到方式的問 





見 步 行 步 囉 ! J 
r 我 知 你 講 也 ， 年 頭 f f l 個 問 卷 調 査 卩 丫 嘛 ！ 路 
都 晤 知 佢 地 問 到 咖 也 。 我 問 
遇 咖 檔 口 ， 都 行 也 人 知 佢 做 過 ！ 仲 有 嗰 個 S I A 呀 ， 
我 地 提 議 g e 係 一 個 具 國 際 水 準 g e s i a , 唔 係 一 個 
I S 得 H i 四 月 g e s i a 及 後 旭 疑 抜 缺 埴 只 f i 假 
m.贫先，她雄抜缺埴的宜傳sfi不足，报多B内人仕，包括抜 
接 «她 ®現該缺埴由大 f t官方人只! I断.抜》 « 
f 一 個 小 組 由 約 + 六 人 組 成 。 當 
中 約 五 人 是 政 府 工 程 司 ， 兩 人 是 顧 問 而 另 外 兩 人 則 
是 討 論 専 引 貝 。 以 另 外 一 半 人 則 包 括 學 生 和 居 民 。 
最 令 她 髮 指 的 是 政 府 部 門 涉 嫌 欺 铺 市 民 ， 在 論 堉 指 
中 九 線 的 走 線 尚 未 確 寅 ， 仍 有 討 論 空 間 。 即 便 在 論 
埴 當 日 派 發 的 文 件 中 亦 未 見 有 走 線 建 議 。 但 亊 資 是 
在 多 份 政 府 及 立 法 會 文 件 中 ， 已 清 楚 訂 明 中 九 線 之 
走線，令人饿疑就走線問 ®有多少W W ^ M .此外，时缺結果亦被 
« f f i 扭曲，一些 ® «問 1 »如 " B M 注小販 "含被概括成“老店球 
問(—個規制进有题及過的問題).就进进樣，报多與民生有M的 
而扭就披不了了之， 
I. GOVERNMENT PROPOSAL • CENTRAL KOWLOON ROUTE 
已車，代屋f民 題貨活年皮J,居 間的生十进內 地到礙十中主方 麻果有二於天， 
Exlstmo Building to be reservBd 
EXISTING FABRIC T O BE R E T A I N E D 
To rebuild the existing in order to conserve ex-
isting negative void for existing streetscape? 
C O N N E C T I O N O F N O R T H A N D S O U T H Y M T 
The center part connect north and south YMT, 
can the new planning consider blending the 
chopped road? 
G A T E D SPACE T O BE O P E N E D 
Accessible space in Y M T could greatly en-
hanced if privatelized gated space could be 
opened 叩 for public enjoyment. 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
General urban planning guideline proposal for rebuilding after Central Kowloon Route 
I N J E C T N E W P R O G R A M M E I N T O O L D P R O G R A M M E 
3 . 3 . 1 S C H E M E O T H E R S = O p e n S p a c e _ L o w P l o t R a t i o 3 . 3 . 2 S C H E M E 2 _ C o m m u n i t y F a c i l i l i e s ( p r o s c e n l u m ) _ L o w p r o f i t 3 . 3 . 3 S C H E M E 3 _ R e t a i n E x i s t i n g P l o t R a t i o w i t h N e w P r o g r a m m e s e r v i n g b o t h p a r t i e s 
NEW PROGRAMME 
New programme with same existing plot ra-
tio could be rebuilt on site. These programme 
could be placed in different matches to create 
opportunity，eg, library could join with clinic, 
jade market could join with parking..etc. 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
ExlstinoBuMingtobeiBSBfVBd 
Exlstlno Open Spacfl to be retained 
EXISTING FABRIC T O BE R E T A I N E D 
To rebuild the existing in order to conserve ex-
isting negative void for existing streetscape? 
C O N N E C T I O N O F N O R T H A N D S O U T H Y M T 
The center part connect north and south YMT, 
can the new planning consider blending the 
chopped road? 
GATED S P A C E T O BE O P E N E D 
Accessible space in Y M T could greatly en-
hanced if privatelized gated space could be 
opened 叩 for public enjoyment. 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
General urban planning guideline proposal for rebuilding after Central Kowloon Route 
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PROGRAMME to be CONSERVED 
ION D E D U C T E D P R O G R A M M E U N D E R G O V P R O P O S A L P R O P O S E D R E D I S T R I B U T I O N 
Urban Planning 
Because of Central Kowloon Route, existing 
office building, carpark building and library, 
jade market, clinic and portion of police station 
would be torn down. Under Government rebuild-
ing scheme, only jade market, portion of office 
builidng and library would be rebuilt but relocat-
ed, remaining a lot of public space. Instead of 
public space, same mass of programme shall 
be conserved, as these existing programme 
were previously used by locals and Y M T should 
conserve same negative void space for used 
activities, also to conserve carpark building as 
Y M T icon. But these same massing of buildings 
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；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
CONSERVE PROGRAMME P R O G R A M M E C A L C U L A T I O N 
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；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
SERVING COMMUNITY AND TOURIST 
PLUG IN P R O G R A M M E 
_ _ _ 圓 : 
I Z O C K E e S 
1 7 % 
3% 
4 376m2 
LOBBY； 1 459irf 
2918m2 
C O M P L E X O F C O M M U N I T Y A N D T O U R I S T 
rcOMMUNITYi 
I I 
C O M P L E X O F H I G H A N D L O W I N V E S T -
M E N T 
H I G H 
M I D D L E 
H I G H 
.... ... .'• i： •.‘�•！",»_.’�/.:•. 小•丨 IVIIDDLE 
I V I I D D L E 
S E L F S U P P O R T I N G P R O G R A M M E 
S U P P O R T S U P P O R T ; LIVING 
SUPPORT 
Proposed Carpark building 
Existing Carpark building are located in a sig-
nificant site in YMT. It choped Temple street 
continutiy, resulting a lot of streetscape was oc-
curred around it. It was also the major building 
that people enter from Nathan Road would first 
see. Most significantly, it has a highway passing 
through it, drivers would experience penetrating 
across a builidng, making it an icon of YMT. 
For proposed programme in rebuilt building, 
some new programme, such as, internet bar, 
public bath, capsule hotel, lockers...etc could 
be plugged in together with some existing build-
ing. These new public programme can serve 
some local residence, such as street-sleepers 
and visitors, allowing their interchange, to share 
their difference. New programme could also 
serve the existing programme, such as capsule 
hotel support office working, internet bar sup-
port library, capsule hotel and office..etc. Each 
programme is interrelated and support each 
others. 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
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Proposed Capsule Hotel 
Capsule Hotel are temporary starying which 
have different meaning to different people. 
To working business, capsule hotel are apart-
ment to working businessman, which are 
popular in Japan. To save cost for living and to 
shorten travel distance back to office, a lot of 
businessman choose to stay in capsule hotel 
rather than returning home. 
To Y M T local community, which some of them 
are living in cage home, 2sqm x 1 sqm, which 
they are used to lived in such a tight space, this 
capsule hotel allows them to have better living 
environment, with equipped facilites, such as 
air-conditioning and television. The fee to live 
in cage home per night is around $40 per night 
and in capsule hotel is ard $150 per night. This 
hotel provides them an option. 
To tourist, capsule hotel provides a cheaper 
option to enjoy local stay and as they travel to 
experience the difference between them, cap-
sule hotel allows then to experience cage home 
living as an alternatives. 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
Community 
= A P A R T M E N T 
Working Businessman 
• 參 
= C A G E H O M E 
= D O R M 
Tourist 
J 3 1 0 H
 3 i n S d V 3 
I I r o n F r a m e 
； E a c h c a p s u l e is c o n t a i n e d in an Iron f r a m e . T h a n k s t o 
this structure, In the disasirous e a r t h q u a k e in K o b e in 
1 1 9 9 7 , people in c a p s u l e r o o m s u r v i v e d , w h e n e v e n ttie 
hotel buildings collapsed. 
. M a d e f r o m f l a m e p r o o f F R P 
I I I I I I I B — -
• M • • 圏 
R E A S O N F O R STAYING IN C A P S U L E H O T E L 
• Tired for Businessman & Far away from their home 
• Expensive travel cost for work and home 
• Family problems 
• Get out of Debt 
• Run out of Money 
• Jobless 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
K 
The first capsule hotel was the Capsule Inn Osaka, designed by Kisho Kurokawa and located in 
Television 
Prospect - mini capsule hotel 
A six-bed dorm by Atelier Van Lieshout, featured in an 
outdoor installation called Never-EverLand at Design 
The Nakagin Capsule Tower 
URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME STUDIES 

1st attempt of urban design -
2 Routes with different duration 
People stay in Y M T with different Duration ac-
cordingly to purposes. 
Shorter Period - The Supporting Facilities for the 
Hotel Complex, such as Public Bath, Lockers 
and Internet Bar, with shorter duration of stay, 
approximately 10min to 30 min creates a fast 
pass to serve all existing programme, eg lock-
ers can be used for books/shopping storage, 
Longer Period - The existing programme such 
as Jade market, Carpark, Clinic, Post Office and 
Library which are with longer duration, ranging 
from 30 min to 2 hrs are redistributed in the 
original location and being connected. 
The final destination is the Library which are 
surrounded and protected by the Police Sta-
tion. 





Reacting to the Theatrical Culture, providing 
Hotel Complex to serve different Duration of Ac-
comodation. Existing Programme was retained 
and redistributed, z 
URBAN PLANNING DESIGN - PROGRAMME DESIGN 
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Drugs Rehabiliation Center(Drugs Therapy+ Heal Minding) 
Religious Therapy 
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Office & Support 
PUBLIC 
Classroom & Therapy 
EXISTING - Police Station / Guarded Prision PRIVATE 
EXTENSION - Leisure Therapy/ Communal Core y p y e u c 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
typically proposing 
I N D I V I D U A L 
J I I A C C O M O D A T I O N 
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；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
Hotel Complex ^ 
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；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
9 P B J 9
 r a u ! S S J 3 u l 
1 :1000 
Level + 1 9 5 0 0 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
cage residence visltor+cage residence 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
200911041st Review Evaluation 
Esther 
What is the architectural value to benefit both tourist and community? Eg Why 
factual, certain value to the site, too objective, no personal across to look into the 
future, How their interaction, The architectural space would give architectural 
value 
How to improve the site are not based on money, should be architectural 
The tourist is only bringing money, they cannot benefit the cultural. 
No attitude on Government Planning 
Too distant. Perform is event place eg Place X Architectural condition, How 
community life living 
How different for these studies done by a person living in New York? 
Mapping is useful and cannot be represented by diagrams ' 
Should have an angle on site, ie, a particular insight, that is to take position. 
Otherwise you would not know the value, in terms of what. 
The relationship between architectural value and photos are insufficiently 
represented. 
Suggest to use photos and architectural space by section and axonometric to 
know the living style of the place. The power of mapping is limited to demonstrate 
the life of the community. 
Hendrik 
• Against Government Planning 
• Who is the Community? 
• Where does the local tourist goes? 
• If propose new into the old, what does it goes with the tourist, there is no linkage 
• Whether a person is community or not community, it is difficult to judge 
• How the space made the community like? 
• Suggest to choose a certain place which is undergoing transformation for further 
MID REVIEW PROFESSORS' COMMENTS 
studies 
• Should define who are the community, as tourist could be anyone 
• To study how to sustain the tourism, you have to jump inside, be more specific. 
You can pick several spot, eg police station, jade market and study how people see it. 
• How tourist visit the place is difficult to map, suggest to do the community's 
studies. 
S Q 
• Are money really goes back to community 
• Can money goes to welfare, they may already goes to the community 
• Community is easier to understand 
• How to sustain the tourism? 
• Conceptual categorize the plan. This place is very vital by the tourism. Try to take 
the view point from the resident. It is easier to do than tourist's view point. 




A l?$ t ram i lp 邮 帥 
The SURVIVAL of tourism in community is depending on achieving SYMBIOSIS between community 
and tourist. The construction of Central Kowloon Route would have URBAN RENEWAL to the site and 
RISK destroying the CULTURE which is the major resources of community for tourism. This thesis will 
examine the current relationship between community and tourism in Yau Ma Tei, to IDENTIFY the cur-
rent qualities for existing programme to take place and the design seek to implement a new program/ 
urban space/architecture to the site to MAINTAIN or IMPROVE the existing tourist and community's 
relationship for survival. 
Research 
Existing programme provision analysis, by Axonometric, Section & Photos 
Government's proposal critics 
20091205 2nd Review Evaluation 
Esther 
U L 
suggest to focus on relationship between built and 叩en space,叩en space 
should be focused as it is Gov proposal 
question about money issue, as hotel may be expensive for local, 
needs more studies to identify who is tourist. 
Staging needs separation which may be difficulity to have mobility. 
this thesis is not about form making, therefore whether is massive is not the 
focus. 
agree more studies should be done for capsule hotel. 
YMT is dynamic, therefore programme should not be fixed or a way too 
organised. 
should not focus on original idea, may not be greatest opportunity, 
agree the idea that everyone is local, everyone is tourist, depends on time 
change. 
YMT is transform over time, and not stable, always change. 
External Crit1 
Need more studies who is tourist. 
suggest to break down the massing building and question whether people like to 
conserve the massing. 
how this building become performance 
duration of stay can be plugged--> demantlibility could be planned to make the 
building dynamic, to change capsule hotel to mobility. 
• The design could be about living, staying, duration of 
stay, life time to classify tourist and community 
• suggest to studies different type of hotel, eg service 
apartment, capsule hotel.. 
JJmm 
• suggest to reconsider the bold word mentioned in 
abstract. 
• agree with SQ the duration of time studies, and thus the 
organisaiton of hotel 
Follow up 
Research 
1. Tourist and Community identity studies: 
length of stay. 
2. Type of hotel studies with different grades 
and length of stay. 
multifunctional programme 
Suggest to connect all space 
1st SEM INTERIM REVIEW PRESENTATION NOTES 
Outline Zonging Plan (OZP)-
Programme Planning under Governement's Pro-
posal has monoprogramatic distribution. Space 
for Government Use are centralized which are 
less reluctant for replanning. 
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YMT got the cultural diversifiability for social inclusion and pluralism, it could adjust according to people, time, location and programme needs, to allow frontstage performance and backstage life, to allow different accommodation type etc to oc-cur. Also, YMT was like a funnel where differ-ent people with different background and perspectives could encounter in this place and coexist harmoniously. And this con-dition applies to different scale, ranging from the entire YMT district, the center core area of YMT or should even in one significant building. My thesis aiming to demonstrate how one building could be the epitome of YMT, how it could act as an interface to enable dif-ferent people to encounter. I have chosen 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN 
SUident: Chan Yuen Chin, Priscilla 
three representative groups of people, the Tourist, Cultural Group and Street Pedes-trian, they have different values and needs which could be judged architecturally in terms of publicity. Accordingly, three dif-ferent types of programme- Hotel, Theater and Streetscape were selected as their in-terface respectively. The challenge of the project is to demon-strate how to maintain their own room of privacy while allowing communal space for voluntary interaction. 
Existing Carpark building m 
Design Building on site 
i k i 
謝、 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
G F SITE STRATEGY 
1:1000 
BF SITE STRATEGY 
1:1000 ；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
1 / 壓 画 • 晰 ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ” 
'diMtSSsmm 
Unaffected Buildings Demolished Buildings Rebuilt programme in 
Original Position 
Rebuilt programme In 
Relocated Position 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
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Plug in Programme-




Plug in Publicity 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
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P A R K I N G 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
P A R K I N G 
C O M M O D A T I O N 
Ml I N A L S P A C E 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
S'T丧’、... 
；.URBAN PLANNING DESIGN • PROGRAMME DESIGN 
Hotel Programme Theater Programme 
(min 279 sqm) 





(min 168 sqm) 
(min 279 sqm) 
(min 168 sqm) 
(min 390 sqm) 
(min 195sqm) 
(min 501 sqm) 
(min 669sqm) 
(min 111 sqm) 
RECEPTION AREA 











Reception and Ticket Office 


























Club Room/ Meeting Room 
Vending Machines 
Listening Lounge 
180 sqm (min 164 sqm) 
18sqm (min 6 sqm) 
23.5 sqm (min 21.9 sqm for 1 WC 
and 3 urinal for male and 3 WC for 
female) 
144 sqm(min 202 sqm) 
37 sqm (min 22.3sqm) 
29 sqm (min 20 sqm) 
33 sqm(min 22.4 sqm for 20 pe叩le) 
32 sqm(min13.2 sqm) 
sqm (min 13.2 sqm for 3 person) 






40sqm (min 42 sqm for 6 ppl) 





















Delux Bedroom (40 sqm) x 70 = 2800 sqm 
Standard Bedroom (20sqm) x 28 = 560 sqm 
Capsule Room (2 sqm) x 70 /4 unit per 2sqm = 35 sqm 
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T h e a t e r 
Culture Space 
L o b b y 
Street Culture Street Culture 
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street Culture STREET PEDESTRIAN ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - CIRCULATION 
Max staircase (1:1.2) 
Max Auditorium slope (1:5) 
Max pedestrian slope (1:8) 




ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - CIRCULATION 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN • MATERIALS STUDIES 
M A T E R I A L S T U D Y 
Perforated Copper Panel 
Project Reference: De Young Museum by Herzog & de Meuron 
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Project Reference: H Y U Department of Philosophy by Steven Holl 
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Project Reference: The New Residence at the Swiss Embassy and Nelson Atkins Museum of Art Expansion by Steven Holl 
Louvers 
Project Reference: Writing with Light House by Steven Holl 
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GRC Panel 




Project Reference: Agbar Tower in Barcelona by Jean Nouvel 
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C. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - BUILDING STRATEGY 

M A T H A N R O A D 









RESIDENTS/TOURIST CULTURAL GROUP/ PUBLIC 
——^^ 
RESIDENTS/ TOURIST CULTURAL GROUP/ PUBLIC 
Culture Space 
RESIDENTS NON - RESIDENTS 
STREET PEDESTRIAN C. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - BUILDING STRATEGY 
2, Interface Connecting Interior and Exterior 
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3. Interface Connecting Hotel Corri-
dor and Public Ramp Circulation 
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1. Interface Connecting Hotel Floor and 
Cultural Floor 
C. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - BUILDING STRATEGY 
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6. Hotel Programme protruded into Cul-
tural Floors 
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4. Void to allow visual Connection 
between different floors 
C. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - BUILDING STRATEGY 
nterior) for Tourist 
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Connection 
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View (Exterior and Interior) for Public Public - Private 
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Hotel Floor Cultural Floor 
I 1 TouristPrivate 
Corridor 
• I Tourist Fast Access 
by Core 
I I Communal R o o m 
Programme 
Hotel Floor 
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E n t r a n c e f r o m s o u t h T e m p l e S t r e e t 
c. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN • FINAL DRAWING 
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V i e w f r o m T e r r a c e 
C. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - FINAL DRAWING 
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G r o u n d F l o o r S t r e e t s c a p e 
C. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - FINAL DRAWING 
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Entrance to Design Buildings Hawkers 
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Chinese Opera Performance Fortune Telling Stalls Connection/Conjunction of Temple 
Street and Nathan Road - West Y M T 
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - FINAL DRAWING 
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Cultural Floor Cultural Floor Cultural Floor 
Floor Plans 
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Hotel Floor R o o f Floor 
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Floor Plan 
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN • FINAL DRAWING 
INTERFACE: LIBRARY/ BOOKSTORES/ 
ESPRESSO BAR/ LOUNGE 
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Unfold Plan along Public's journey 
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C. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN - MODEL DESIGN 
EXlSTiriG GOVERNMENT PROPOSAL T R I A L T R I A L 2 
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